Graftless solution for multiple unfavorably placed implants using dynamic abutment® solutions: A case report with a 3-year follow-up
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Abstract
The employment of implant-supported crowns and bridges has become a well-established and preferred approach in replacing missing teeth. A favorable implant position is mandatory to obtain good esthetic results and ideal emergence of screw access hole. Usually, unfavorably placed implants are the result of insufficient bone volume which leads to implant trajectory in the available bone. Once placed, they are restored giving a cement-retained prosthesis to avoid labial/buccal screw access holes. A graftless solution for this scenario may be using an angulated screw channel technology which corrects the prosthetic screw access hole emergence in an alternative direction which is more esthetic and acceptable. Dynamic Abutment® Solutions system is unique and exclusive and can be used as a true alternative to titanium-angulated abutments or customized Ti abutments designed through computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing technologies. The Dynamic Abutment® solutions system rectifies angulation issues with millimetric precision up to 30° with full freedom of movement. This case report explains a case where a two-implant supported fixed partial denture was employed in the esthetic zone using Dynamic Abutment® Solutions system with angulation rectification by a graftless procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

With remarkable advancement in the past few years, implant dentistry has witnessed challenging issues concerning the materials and designs related to implants as well as implant abutments regarding achieving maximum clinical success rates. The employment of implant-supported crowns and bridges has become a well-established and preferred approach in replacing missing teeth. Screw-retained restorations are considered to be more favorable due to their ease of retrievability and to facilitate the treatment of any technical and biologic complications. For screw retained restorations to be used, to obtain good esthetic results and ideal emergence of screw access hole, a...
favorable implant position is mandatory.[6] An unfavorably placed implant may be a result of an improper positioning, tilting implants to avoid sensitive anatomical structures, or implants placed on best available bone width in the arch which make them out of line.[7] Such unfavorably placed implants are the result of insufficient bone volume which leads to implant trajectory in the available bone.

The implant-supported prosthesis planning should start much time before the implant placement surgery or even the choice of the implant itself. This is the concept of reverse planning. Previous research suggests to approach ideal implant positioning from a three-dimensional perspective.[8,9] It states that the most common error in implant placement is to angle it facially, which displaces the soft-tissue contours of the crown apically. A better solution for this scenario, where the grafting surgery can be avoided, may be using an angulated screw channel technology which corrects the prosthetic screw access hole emergence in an alternative direction which is more esthetic and acceptable.

Dynamic Abutment® Solutions system is unique and exclusive and can be used as a true alternative to titanium-angulated abutments or customized Ti abutments designed through computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technologies. The Dynamic Abutment® solutions system rectifies angulation issues with millimeter precision up to 30° with the full freedom of movement. This means, now, replacing any number of teeth is possible in almost any situation with a screw-retained restoration by a graftless procedure.

CASE REPORT

A 19-year-old healthy female patient was presented to our clinic, with a complaint concerning about replacing her three missing anterior teeth.

The patient gave a history of trauma that resulted in the fracture of anterior teeth 11, 12, 21. The patient desired for a fixed and permanent replacement for her missing teeth which would be esthetically pleasing and long-lasting.

Before the treatment, patient consent form and a thorough history of all the medical conditions was taken systematically, and various medical tests were advised. The patient showed no medical history relevant to her chief complaint and upcoming treatment plan.

At the time of first visit, the patient had been using a removable partial denture in the upper anterior arch. As the patient desired for a fixed replacement, implant-supported fixed dental prosthesis (FDP) replacing the missing teeth was advised and planned. The importance of bone grafting was emphasized for better implants trajectory for which the patient was reluctant as it involves another surgery and waiting period. Placement of two implants in the trajectory of available bone was done [Figure 1a-c], and good primary stability was achieved. Immediate provisionalization was done with a screw retained acrylic FDP. The screw access hole was emerging at the labioinciso angle which was sealed with a composite resin. The primary purpose of provisionalization is to avoid social embarrassment and creating an emergency profile as replacement was to be done in the esthetic zone.

After 4 months of successful tissue healing, final impressions of the implants along with the opposing arch were made, and casts were poured to obtain the implant level. An optical scanner was used for scanning these poured casts to acquire the numerical models.

As the implants placed in this case had labial inclinations, the screw access holes would emerge labially causing unesthetic profile [Figure 2a-c]. The needed angulation corrections were determined using the CAD software which came out to be 25 degrees in 12 and 30 degrees in 21 [Figures 3a-c]. The CAD software allows the screw accesses of implants to be virtually moved more favorably to palatal side using DAS (Dynamic Abutment® Solutions) library. The virtual stereolithography file was sent for milling, and the CAM process fabricated the angulated screw channel zirconia-based FDP framework. The milled FDP framework was layered with emax ceramic layering material and later the entire unit was luted with resin cement onto the dynamic Tibase before delivery of the final prosthesis [Figure 4a and b]. This rectification allowed the screw accesses to emerge from the lingual side, which were earlier emerging form the labial side, solving the problem of unfavorably placed implants and giving a more esthetic outcome with all the added benefits of screw-retained prosthesis,[Figures 5a-d].

DISCUSSION

In this clinical report, a case where unfavorably placed implants resulting in labial screw emergence was managed by employing Dynamic Abutment® solution is described. Esthetics of implant-supported restorations is determined by the location of the implants placed.[10] Particularly, when screw-retained crowns are planned to be the prosthetic choice, surgeon should bring to the attention, the inclination of the implant fixture accordingly while planning the surgical procedure. This issue is usually not
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encountered with posterior implants, as they are positioned more axially in relation to the alveolus and tooth. However, it is problematic with anterior teeth as the implants need to be inclined lingually to allow screw emergence through the cingulum area of the restoration.[2]

CAD/CAM technology with its constant improvements has been challenging conventional methods in fabricating implant-supported prostheses and abutments. These techniques are being considered for the fabrication of implant-supported prostheses routinely in every clinical situation. The outcomes on using this technology show more precision than traditional fabrication techniques. An absolute adjustment that avoids alterations in the connection geometry with the implant during the production process of a prosthesis is well assured by this technique.[9]

Dynamic Abutment® System uses this technology for designing and milling screw-retained prostheses. Dynamic TiBases® are a technological contribution to the digital treatment for the angulated screw channel systems.
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The ultimate aim of prosthetic dentistry is to restore patient's normal contour along with their function, comfort, esthetics, speech, and health. What makes this technique, unique is the potential to achieve this aim. Implant-supported prostheses that are given using Dynamic Abutment® System have the advantages of screw-retained prostheses that are its retrievability, esthetics, and comfortable maintenance in terms of hygiene and refittings.

CONCLUSION

After the final delivery of prosthesis, the patient was followed for 3 years at regular intervals [Figure 6a-1 year, b-2 years, c-3 years]. There were no technical or biological complications found due to the corrections of screw emergence. Using Dynamic Abutment® solutions for altering the emergence of prosthetic screw access hole in a direction which is more esthetic and acceptable in cases where rectification of entry of the screw due to an unfavorable implant placement is necessary. It presents a graftless solution which is better than using a cemented crown avoiding its cons and has advantages of screw-retained abutments.
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Figure 6: (a) Radiographic view of the screw-retained crown unit after a year follow-up. (b) Radiographic view of the screw-retained crown unit after 2 years follow-up. (c) Radiographic view of the screw-retained crown unit after 3 years follow-up.